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Neł’ił hidalts’enhna, himguga’ yetr’ highwlagh.
Nok’ołonh nazyonh.

Hwye’ił miyedr highwlagh.

The child of two people who were living together died.

The little girl grew up.

And then she died.
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Is ts’e’ notidosh łonh mito’.
Ywgh k’altsa k’o’eltlot ts’ihwyan’.

En doyudidine.

When the father would go to the fishtrap,

A fox would be running around.

But he would leave it alone.
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Hwldon’ti yich’iłyonh.
Is ye hwts’inh.

Hozrighe yi’iłyonh.

Once in a while he would feed it.

He would take the fish from the trap.

He would feed it some blackfish.
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Is ta’iłonh.
Hozrighe yi’iłyonh.

Is ghwnh no’idosh deno yighoch’iłchich.

He had set a fish trap.

He fed it some blackfish.

He would feed it whenever he went to the trap.
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Hinilyash deno yonots’in hits’e’ mada ghwla’ ch’idiniłguk ets’ik.
Yada ghwla’ daneyo.

Whenever the couple would go to bed, somebody 

would be snoring across from them.

It had come inside.
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Nonots’in ch’idiniłgukhw hik’idoy’ghałnech.
K’altsa zis hik’ido’iłchuts.

The place where the snoring was coming from was covered.

It was covered with a fox skin.
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“Yełkonh da’ dots’itoneł?” nełhididine.
“K’un yih datighiłchił,” ne dina.

“Ts’utonish ts’e’ k’un’ ił ts’itinołtiwh.”

“What will we do tomorrow?” they asked each other.

“We’ll bring in some fish eggs,” he told her.

“One of us will smear it with fish eggs and the other one will grab it.”
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“K’altsa zis mik’its’ doyghałnech heye ts’etołyił,” ne.
Yats’ hiłde’ dihidiyok.

Hiyełyił ts’e’ hiynałtlwh.

“We’ll grab the fox skin that covers it,” he told her.

That is what they did.

They grabbed it and smeared it up.
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Hwye’ił lochu himiguga’ yeghela’ t’anh henh.
K’altsa nilanh tsidighet’a’.

It was their baby at one time.

She used to be a fox.
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“Ts’ełdi ch’its’itoyeł,” hide.
Ch’ik’ohełnesh.

Nemaje nich’i’nohidałtsenh. Yada ch’elanh ts’e’.

“There’s going to be a potlatch,” they said.

Everybody was cooking.

They made ice cream and everything.
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Hiyghw sodilts’esh.
No’ediyo dihigh’in him’ił huzrunh.

They became thankful.

They did good things because they were thankful she had 

returned. They were thankful for getting her back.
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